Microsoft Azure ExpressRoute Available On Console
Console Platform Enables Secure, Simple and High Performance
Access to Microsoft Azure
Santa Clara, CA – September 9, 2015 – Console, the enterprise software and
interconnection platform that is changing the way businesses directly connect to their
customers, vendors, and partners, today announced that Microsoft has joined its
revolutionary platform. The collaboration provides enterprises globally with direct access
to Azure through the Console platform, bypassing the public Internet and providing
improved security and performance.
“Historically, security, performance and complexity concerns have always been barriers to
enterprise cloud deployment. By enabling direct interconnection with Azure, the Console
platform expels this notion, allowing our users to securely and directly connect to Azure
with a click of a button,” says Al Burgio, CEO of Console Inc. “Our revolutionary Console
platform, combined with Microsoft’s powerful cloud offerings, enable enterprises to realize
the tangible business benefits of the cloud faster and easier than ever before.”
The Console platform provides a security-enhanced, simple, and faster way for companies
across the globe to directly connect to business-critical cloud providers, SaaS providers,
and partners. Azure ExpressRoute provides direct access to Azure through the Console
platform, so customers can create private connections between their offices or data
centers and Azure, bypassing the public Internet. These direct connections via the
Console platform provide improved security, faster speeds, and lower latency.
“Our collaboration with Console will expand the number of enterprises able to directly
access Microsoft Azure through Azure ExpressRoute,” says Ross Ortega, Principal
Product Manager, Networking, Microsoft Azure. “With Console’s direct connections
customers can quickly provision and access Microsoft cloud services with better
predictability, privacy, and performance.”
###
About Console Inc.
Console Inc., an IIX company, was founded to change the way enterprises connect to their
customers, vendors, and partners. Console’s enterprise software and interconnection
platform enables both network-to-network and enterprise-to-enterprise collaboration
globally. The Console platform provides enhanced network security, improved
performance, and faster business-to-business direct connect. For more information about
the Console Early Access Program, visit http://www.console.to.

IIX Inc. is headquartered in Silicon Valley, California. In March 2015, IIX acquired IX
Reach Limited, further expanding its global interconnection footprint into more than 150
Points of Presence (PoPs) across North America, Europe, Asia, and the Middle East. IIX
is privately held and backed by New Enterprise Associates (NEA) and DOT Capital.
IIX is a registered trademark of IIX Inc. All other trademarks are the property of their
respective owners.
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